Preparation and characterization of polymeric nanoparticles for siRNA delivery to down-regulate the expressions of exogenous and endogenous target genes.
Gene silencing induced by RNA interference using small interfering RNA (siRNA) provides a promising therapeutic approach for cancers. However, the lack of siRNA delivery vector has limited the development of siRNA therapy. The purpose of this study was to use the novel copolymer (mPEG5k-PCL1.2k)1.4-g-PEl10k to prepare siRNA-loaded nanoparticles for siRNA delivery. The results suggested that (mPEG5k-PCL1.2k)1.4-g-PEl10k could load siRNA to form nanoparticles with particle size less than 200 nm in a narrow distribution. Moreover, a certain density of positive charge existed onto the surfaces of nanoparticles. MTT assay results demonstrated that (mPEG5k-PCL1.2k)1.4-g-PEl10k/siRNA nanoparticles showed very low cytotoxicity. The gene silencing efficiency of (mPEG5k-PCL1.2k)1.4-g-PEl10k/siRNA nanoparticles was investigated through luciferase reporter gene assays. The expression of exogenous luciferase gene was significantly downregulated at a range of N/P ratio from 50 to 125, and was maximally inhibited at the N/P ratio of 125 with 54% and 59% reduction in MCF-7 and HepG2 cells, respectively. In the 4T1-luc cell line expressing luciferase stably, the silencing of endogenous luciferase gene also has a similar overall profile with maximal 54% reduction of luciferase expression. These results suggested that (mPEG5k-PCL1.2k)1.4-g-PEI10k/SiRNA nanoparticles could serve as a kind of highly efficient siRNA delivery system for down-regulating the expression of exogenous and endogenous target genes.